
Item no.: 381960

MCE236 - LED staircase light, with motion sensor, temp. 4000K, 3.7V/500mAh, 4
LEDs, range 3-4m

from 7,57 EUR
Item no.: 381960

shipping weight: 0.10 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
The Maclean MCE236 LED stair light with motion sensor provides soft lightThanks to the built-in motion and twilight sensor, the light does not stay on all the time, but switches on
for about 30 seconds when it detects movement in the vicinity (in AUTO mode).Built-in magnet and hookWith the strong magnetic holder attached to the lamp, you can freely adjust
the position of the lamp.In addition, you can unplug the lamp at any time and use it elsewhere, which is a very practical solution.Light with sensor and twilight function - switches on
automatically when it detects movementThis small lamp creates a feeling of security in any room!The lamp with 4000K LED light is an extremely energy-saving solution - it
consumes a minimum of energy and the LED diodes used ensure several years of operation without needing to be replaced.Perfect for lighting stairs, living rooms, corridors,
bedrooms, children's rooms, kitchens, bathrooms and other rooms.Range 3-4 m, built-in 3.7 V/500 mAh battery, 4 SMD2835 LEDsThe lamp can be mounted in three ways: by
gluing the supplied metal plate to a selected location, using hooks integrated in the lamp housing or simply by placing it on a flat surface. The ability to detach the lamp allows you to
charge it anywhere, and with the supplied USB cable you can charge the lamp via publicly accessible devices, e.g. a laptop, power bank, etc., Specification- Battery type: Polymer
lithium battery 3.7 V/500 mAh- Battery life: Automatic detection = 100 days- In constant light mode approx. 8.5 hours- Detection mode: Lighting control + PIR motion sensor- Type of
light: White light 4xLED- Application temperature: 0-30°C- Service life: approx. 30000 hours- Size: 90x78x23mm- Weight: approx. 73gIncluded in the set- Maclean MCE236 LED
staircase light with motion sensor- Stainless steel plate with 3M adhesive- USB charging cable- Original packaging- Proof of purchaseFeatures- Light colour: natural/daylight 4000K-
Cordless lamp with motion and twilight sensor- Very low energy consumption, in AUTO mode up to 100 days- Perfect as a staircase light!- 4 light-emitting LEDs for a light source of
up to 100 hours. 4 light-emitting LEDs enable several years of continuous operation- The light switches on automatically when it detects movement (in AUTO mode)- Lighting
duration: approx. 30 seconds- Light with eye-friendly intensity and colour- Viewing angle of the sensor: 100 degrees.- The set includes a magnetic holder and mounting holes for
hanging- Easy to install and use- Extremely practical- Power supply: built-in 500 mAh rechargeable battery- For indoor use- USB charging cable included!3operating modes:- ON -
continuous- AUTO - PIR sensor- OFF - deactivated
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